LUSHI SONG PHOTOGRAPHY

“Photography is a way of feeling, of touching, of loving.
What you have caught on lm is captured forever...
It remembers little things, long after you have forgotten
everything.”
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— Aaron Siskind
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Capturing joyful moments, fulfilling celebrations, and timeless
memories of weddings is a true passion of mine. Throughout my career
I have developed techniques by using both digital and film mediums,
allowing the camera to capture motion imagery as well as detailed
portraits. As a professional photographer, my goal is to obtain the
stories of each unique formality, as every participant has their own
story to tell.
Taking pictures is savoring life intensely, every hundredth of a second.
Organic and natural photos are the ones that will live on forever and
bring back the heartfelt reminiscence of that moment.
I am looking forward to hearing your story.
Your hopeful photographer + friend,
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Collection I

—————

$2,850

4 hours of wedding day coverage
1 hour of engagement session
All high-resolution images on flash drive
Full printing rights to all photos
Private online gallery
Custom tailored wedding timeline
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Collection II

—————

$3,950

6 hours of wedding day coverage
1 hour of engagement session
All high resolution images on flash drive
Full printing rights to all photos
Private online gallery
Custom tailored wedding timeline
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Collection III

————-

$4,250

8 hours of wedding day coverage
1 hour of engagement session
All high-resolution images on flash drive
Private online gallery
Second photographer
Custom tailored wedding timeline
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A LA CARTE

Additional Photographer
——
Additional hour of coverage ——
Engagement Session
——Heirloom Album —— starting from

$500
$300
$500
$300
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NEXT STEP
Once you've decided on the collection you are most
interested in, email me with your selection. We will then
schedule a call to get to know each other, discuss your
vision for your wedding day, and talk about any
adjustments to your wedding collection so that it is totally
tailored to what you're desiring! I believe there is no onesize-fits-all wedding collection, so let's create something
unique to you and use your selection as the starting point.
I am truly here for you and I love to help guide you
through the planning process in all the ways that I can.
I'm so excited to hear from you and get to know your story!

website: www.songphotos.com
Phone: +1(401) 580-7976

